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Doomwyte Dec 24 2019 The twentieth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! When young mouse
Bisky persuades the inhabitants of Redwall Abbey to go in search of the stolen jewelled eyes of the Great Doomwyte Idol of long ago, he has
no idea that the fearsome Korvus Skurr, the black-feathered raven and his gang, are vying for that very same treasure. All too soon the brave
Redwallers find themselves in the grips of adventure, solving mysterious riddles and battling villainous foes. From underground tunnels to the
tops of trees, the fearless Redwallers unite with the tribes of the Guosim and Gonfelin against vermin, carrion and the dangerous, sinister
Wytes on the most terrifying treasure hunt ever. Brian Jacques is one of Britain's best-loved storytellers - and Redwall is his most famous
creation.
The Fairy Tale Cookbook Apr 08 2021 A collection of recipes for a variety of dishes based on such well-known tales as "The three bears,"
"Hansel and Gretel," and "Stone soup." Each recipe is introduced by a brief summary of the original tale.
Mossflower Mar 19 2022 The second book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! When Verduaga
Greeneyes, king of the wildcats, becomes tyrant ruler over the creatures of Mossflower, the woodlanders begin a life of serfdom and cruelty.
But then, one winter afternoon, a young mouse called Martin chances by the woods -bringing with him an indomitable spirit of adventure and
will for freedom . . .
Fantastic Foods from Redwall Apr 20 2022 All the Redwall fans, Be ready for a bombastic yummy ride through your favorite series! Brian
Jacques created this animal fantasy, which amazed everyone soon after its publishing in 1986. Redwall was a place with a certain lifestyle,
with food as the most prominent part of it. This special cookbook brings all the mouthwatering foods from the story for the fans. All the
recipes in this cookbook have very natural and refreshing ingredients. Although this cookbook offers a broad range of food, including starters,
breakfasts, main course, and desserts, drinks are the specialty of it. You will get many quick, quenching, and refreshing solutions to the hot

summer problem. These drinks are easy to fix with common ingredients but taste heavenly. Here is a small glimpse of all the mouthwatering,
exclusive food you will get in this fantastic cookbook. * Cowslip Cordial * Nameday Cordial * Leek Soup * Mossflower Wedge * Skilly and
Duff * Hunter's Hot Pot Get a copy of this fantastic fantasy cookbook to get your hands on the best food ever!
Redwall Jun 22 2022
Rakkety Tam Jul 31 2020 The seventeenth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! Rakkety Tam
MacBurl is a brave border warrior who has travelled south in search of adventure. But when his army is attacked by an evil flesh-eating band,
adventure finds him. Gulo the Savage, wolverine, flesh-eater and brutal killer, has come to Mossflower in search of his brother - who stole the
mystical stone that will make one of them king of the lands of ice and snow. Any beast who gets in Gulo's way is dead meat. And he's heading
for the peaceful Redwall Abbey - unless Rakkety Tam can stop him.
The Great Redwall Feast Sep 25 2022 Relates in rhyme the riotous preparations for and celebration of the animals' surprise feast in honor of
the abbot of the abbey of Redwall.
High Rhulain Jul 11 2021 THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A thrilling Redwall adventure from beloved author Brian Jacques. Tiria
Wildlough, a young ottermaid touched by the paw of destiny, embarks on a journey to the mysterious Green Isle, where she joins a band of
outlaw otters to rid the land of the villainous Wildcat chieftain Riggu Fellis and his catguard slave masters…
Mice Apr 27 2020 Offers a guide to the mice tribes at Redwall Abbey, providing the clan's history, where they live, and what their customs
are, along with puzzles, a quiz, and a poster.
Mandie's Cookbook Aug 20 2019 Introduces recipes for dishes as they were prepared at the turn of the century, including corn pudding and
southern fried chicken, through the story of Mandie learning cooking from her Aunt Lou.
Marlfox Jan 05 2021 The eleventh book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! Queen Silth, vixen ruler
of Castle Marl, has one mission: to create a rich oasis of beautiful treasures on her island home. And with an army of water rats and the
cunning Marlfox offspring with their legendary magical powers at her command, the murderous queen seems destined to succeed.
150 Best Tagine Recipes Oct 22 2019 Authentic yet easy-to prepare recipes that take their inspiration from Morocco.
The Redwall Cookbook Oct 26 2022 From the simple refreshment of Summer Strawberry Fizz to Great Hall Gooseberry Fool, the foods
discussed in the many Redwall books are all here, along with dozens of other favorites sure to turn young hands into seasoned chefs, illustrated
in full color with all the charm and magic that is Redwall.
The Geeky Chef: Cookbook Aug 24 2022 You’ve watched the TV shows and movies, played the video games, and read the books. Now it’s
time to level-up your geek factor…into the kitchen. From Game of Thrones, The Hunger Games, and Star Trek to Doctor Who, The Legend of
Zelda, and World of Warcraft, The Geeky Chef compiles over 60 delectable, ethereal, and just plain odd—yet oddly delicious—recipes that
you can re-create right in your own home. This smaller hardcover version of the original book has a new, fresh, modern design and includes 10
additional recipes from The Geeky Chef Strikes Back, making it the perfect gift for the geek in your life. A self-proclaimed nerd with a
fondness for cooking, author Cassandra Reeder, creator of The Geeky Chef blog, has thoroughly researched every dish to make the final
product look and taste as close to the source material as possible. With easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions and fun themed photos, these

simple recipes will soon have you unlocking achievements in the kitchen, no matter if you’re cooking for yourself, a friend, or even a viewing
party. So if you’ve ever found yourself thirsting for Lon Lon Milk, drooling over Pumpkin Pasties, or being a tad bit curious about Cram, this
cookbook is for you. Fantasy foods are fantasy no longer! Let your love for sci-fi or fantasy shine with The Geeky Chef series by creating food
and drinks from your favorite shows, movies, and video games. Your cool, homemade, fiction-themed spread will make you the life of the
party. Incredibly fun and creative, and colorfully designed, The Geeky Chef books make the perfect gift for the geek in your life who lives in a
world of their own. Other titles in this series include: Geeky Bartender Drinks, Geeky Chef Cookbook, Geeky Chef Drinks, and Geeky Chef
Strikes Back.
Build Your Own Redwall Abbey Jun 29 2020
Castaways of the Flying Dutchman Aug 12 2021 Fans of the New York Times bestselling Redwall series will be delighted with Brian Jacques'
latest. The legend of the Flying Dutchman, the ghost-ship doomed to sail the seas forever, has been passed down throughout the centuries. But
what of the boy, Neb, and his dog, Den, who were trapped aboard that ship? What was to become of them? Sent off on an eternal journey of
their own, the boy and his dog roam the earth through out the centuries in search of those in need. Braving wind and waves and countless
perils, they stumble across a 19th-century village whose very existence is at stake. Saving it will take the will and wile of all the people--and a
very special boy and dog. "The swashbuckling language brims with color and melodrama; the villains are dastardly and stupid; and buried
treasure, mysterious clues, and luscious culinary descriptions (generally involving sweets) keep the pages turning." (Booklist)
Mariel Of Redwall Oct 14 2021 The fourth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! The mousemaid
Mariel is washed up on the shores of Mossflower country, half-drowned, battered and bruised but alive! She has no idea of her identity but her
incredible story of badger lords, fighting hares and Gabool, the Wild Warlord of the Waters, gradually unfolds and helps Redwall Abbey in its
latest battle against evil sea rats . . .
The Bellmaker Oct 02 2020 The seventh book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! When Joseph the
Bellmaker is warned in a dream that his daughter Mariel is in danger, his hopes of saving her are slim. For the evil Foxwolf and his horde of
rats are coming to Southsward and Mariel is his prisoner. But can the legendary Martin the Warrior return from the past to save them. Or is it
too late . . . ?
Eulalia! Feb 18 2022 Lord Asheye of Salamandastron has a prophecy: a new Badger Lord will soon reign over the legendary badger fortress,
one who 'shuns both armour and sword'. But who is he and how is he to be found? A young haremaid from the Long Patrol regiment is
dispatched on a dangerous mission to find him – but the unsuspecting future Badger Lord has been captured by a murderous gang of Sea
Raiders, intent on conquering Redwall Abbey. While the fate of many creatures, both good and evil, are caught up in the saga, somehow the
young ruler must escape and find a way to defend Redwall, for only then will be be able to fulfil his destiny as leader of Salamandastron. The
award-winning Redwall series has captured the hearts and minds of readers all over the world.
The Legend of Luke May 09 2021 The twelfth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! Martin the
Warrior leaves Redwall Abbey on a journey to discover the truth about Luke, the father he barely knew. His voyage takes him home to the
northland shore where, from a dusty old book, he learns of Luke's dramatic pursuit of the evil pirate stoat, Vilu Daskar.

Otters Sep 13 2021 Offers a guide to the hidden worlds of the otters at Redwall Abbey, providing the clan's history, where they live, and what
their customs are, along with puzzles, a quiz, and a poster.
Redwall May 21 2022 ***SOON TO BE A NETFLIX SERIES*** Welcome to Redwall Abbey. Inside its enormous doors, mice live in
peace, helping those in need and throwing epic feasts for the great and the good of Mossflower Woods. But outside a grave threat is gathering.
An army of evil rats led by a vicious, one-eyed warlord, is on its way. Matthias is just one little mouse but he knows it'll take more than stones
and mouse-sized arrows to keep the rats at bay. Enlisting the help of a military hare, wild sparrows and argumentative stoats, Matthias sets out
to defend his freedom, his friends, and the abbey he calls home. Includes exclusive material: In the Backstory you can learn to make a Redwall
Abbey pudding! Vintage Children's Classics is a twenty-first century classics list aimed at 8-12 year olds and the adults in their lives. Discover
timeless favourites from Peter Pan and Alice's Adventures in Wonderland to modern classics such as The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas and The
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time.
The Anarchist Cookbook Sep 01 2020 The Anarchist Cookbook will shock, it will disturb, it will provoke. It places in historical perspective an
era when "Turn on, Burn down, Blow up" are revolutionary slogans of the day. Says the author" "This book... is not written for the members of
fringe political groups, such as the Weatherman, or The Minutemen. Those radical groups don't need this book. They already know everything
that's in here. If the real people of America, the silent majority, are going to survive, they must educate themselves. That is the purpose of this
book." In what the author considers a survival guide, there is explicit information on the uses and effects of drugs, ranging from pot to heroin
to peanuts. There i detailed advice concerning electronics, sabotage, and surveillance, with data on everything from bugs to scramblers. There
is a comprehensive chapter on natural, non-lethal, and lethal weapons, running the gamut from cattle prods to sub-machine guns to bows and
arrows.
The Rogue Crew Sep 20 2019 The twenty-second book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie!
Mossflower Country has never seen a creature more evil or more hideous than Razzid Wearat. Captain of the Greenshroud, a ship with wheels
that can sail through water as well as the forest, this beast is a terror of both land and sea. And his goal? To conquer Redwall Abbey. From
Salamandastron to the High North Coast, the brave hares of the Long Patrol team up with the fearless sea otters of the Rogue Crew to form a
pack so tough, only they can defend the abbey and defeat Razzid Wearat once and for all. Brian Jacques is one of Britain's best-loved
storytellers - and Redwall is his most famous creation.
The Long Patrol Jun 17 2019 The tenth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! Tammo dreams of
joining the Long Patrol, the legendary army of fighting hares who serve Lady Cregga Rose Eyes, ruler of Salamandastron. And with Damug
Warfang's mighty battalion of savage vermin on the rampage, young Tammo's dream is about to become a brutal reality . . .
Unbored Jan 17 2022 Unbored is the book every modern child needs. Brilliantly walking the line between cool and constructive, it's crammed
with activities that are not only fun and doable but that also get kids standing on their own two feet. If you're a kid, you can: -- Build a tipi or
an igloo -- Learn to knit -- Take stuff apart and fix it -- Find out how to be constructively critical -- Film a stop-action movie or edit your own
music -- Do parkour like James Bond -- Make a little house for a mouse from lollipop sticks -- Be independent! Catch a bus solo or cook
yourself lunch -- Make a fake exhaust for your bike so it sounds like you're revving up a motorcycle -- Design a board game -- Go camping (or

glamping) -- Plan a road trip -- Get proactive and support the causes you care about -- Develop your taste and decorate your own room -- Make
a rocket from a coke bottle -- Play farting games There are gross facts and fascinating stories, reports on what stuff is like (home schooling,
working in an office...), Q&As with inspiring grown-ups, extracts from classic novels, lists of useful resources and best ever lists like the top
clean rap songs, stop-motion movies or books about rebellion. Just as kids begin to disappear into their screens, here is a book that encourages
them to use those tech skills to be creative, try new things and change the world. And it gets parents to join in. Unbored is fully illustrated,
easy to use and appealing to young and old, girl and boy. Parents will be comforted by its anti-perfectionist spirit and humour. Kids will just
think it's brilliant.
The Star Wars Cookbook II Mar 27 2020 Even the pickiest of Gungans will eat their fruits and veggies when Bubble City Salad and Boss Nass
Broccoli are on the menu. With this exciting new sequel to the best-selling The Star Wars Cookbook: Wookiee Cookies and Other Galactic
Recipes, Star Wars fans of all ages can cook up more out-of-this-world fun. From razor-toothed Opee's Sea Crunch (for fish fillets with a real
bite) to Darth Double Dogs (doubling as a light saber you can eat!), this intergalactic Star Wars cookbook features healthy snacks, delicious
dishes, sweet treats, and easy main courses no Rebel can resist. The ebook features hilarious photographs and recipes, and age is no issue when
the Force is with you-adults as well as kids will have a great time with this book.
Eating Fandom Nov 15 2021 This book considers the practices and techniques fans utilize to interact with different aspects and elements of
food cultures. With attention to food cultures across nations, societies, cultures, and historical periods, the collected essays consider the rituals
and values of fan communities as reflections of their food culture, whether in relation to particular foods or types of food, those who produce
them, or representations of them. Presenting various theoretical and methodological approaches, the anthology brings together a series of
empirical studies to examine the intersection of two fields of cultural practice and will appeal to sociologists, geographers and scholars of
cultural studies with interests in fan studies and food cultures.
Write Out of the Oven! Jul 19 2019 A collection of letters and recipes from more than 50 well-known and award-winning children's authors
and advice to the children who wrote to them.
Lord Brocktree Nov 03 2020 The thirteenth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie!
Salamandastron, under the guardianship of old Lord Stonepaw, is under threat from an enemy of immense and terrifying power. Ungatt Trunn,
the wildcat who can make the stars fall from the sky, has attacked with his Blue Hordes and is determined that the fortress should be his. The
mountain's defences are weak and it seems that nothing can stand in his way. Nothing, that is, but the badger Lord Brocktree, who is drawn to
Salamandastron by an undeniable sense of duty. But if he is to rescue the mountain from Trunn and his verminous hordes, he must gather
about him an army capable of defeating them in battle. Together with the irrepressible haremaid, Dotti, and a host of brave creatures,
Brocktree journeys to Salamandastron to fulfil his destiny.
The Geeky Chef Cookbook Nov 22 2019 Contains 50 step-by-step, illustrated recipes for foods seen in sci-fi and fantasy TV, movies, games
and books.
The Little Library Cookbook Feb 06 2021 One of the Guardian's Best Books on Food of 2017 Shortlisted for the Fortnum and Mason's
Debut Food Book Award Winner of World Gourmand Award for Food Writing. 'A work of rare joy ... I could not love it more' SARAH

PERRY. 'A cookbook for readers' NIGELLA LAWSON. Paddington Bear's marmalade, a Neopolitan pizza with Elena Ferrante, afternoon tea
at Manderley... Here are 100 delicious recipes inspired by cookery writer Kate Young's well-stocked bookshelves. From Before Noon
breakfasts and Around Noon lunches to Family Dinners and Midnight Feasts, The Little Library Cookbook captures the magic and wonder of
the meals enjoyed by some of our best-loved fictional characters. 'If food can comfort, so can books' THE GUARDIAN. 'Bringing together
two of our greatest loves, food and books ... An absolute joy' STYLIST. 'Has great charm and is a very good read ... Part of the delight is in
seeing what Young has come up with' DIANA HENRY.
Fantastic Foods from Redwall Jul 23 2022 All the Redwall fans, Be ready for a bombastic yummy ride through your favorite series! Brian
Jacques created this animal fantasy, which amazed everyone soon after its publishing in 1986. Redwall was a place with a certain lifestyle,
with food as the most prominent part of it. This special cookbook brings all the mouthwatering foods from the story for the fans. All the
recipes in this cookbook have very natural and refreshing ingredients. Although this cookbook offers a broad range of food, including starters,
breakfasts, main course, and desserts, drinks are the specialty of it. You will get many quick, quenching, and refreshing solutions to the hot
summer problem. These drinks are easy to fix with common ingredients but taste heavenly. Here is a small glimpse of all the mouthwatering,
exclusive food you will get in this fantastic cookbook. * Cowslip Cordial * Nameday Cordial * Leek Soup * Mossflower Wedge * Skilly and
Duff * Hunter's Hot Pot Get a copy of this fantastic fantasy cookbook to get your hands on the best food ever!
Mattimeo Jun 10 2021 The third book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! Slagar the Fox is bent on
revenge - and determined to bring death and destruction to Redwall. Gathering his evil band around him, Slagar plots to strike at the heart of
the Abbey. His cunning and cowardly plan is to steal the Redwall children - and Mattimeo, Matthias's son, is to be the biggest prize of all . . .
The Sable Quean Dec 04 2020 The twenty-first book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! Vilaya, the
Sable Quean, and her hordes of vermin have a plan to conquer Redwall - a plan that begins with a devious kidnapping. Will the Redwallers
risk their Abbey and all of Mossflower Wood to recover their precious children? Perhaps Buckler the Hare, Blademaster of the Long Patrol,
can save the day. After all, he has a score of his own to settle with the Sable Quean . . . Brian Jacques is one of Britain's best-loved storytellers
- and Redwall is his most famous creation.
The Girl Who Ate Everything Jan 25 2020 Take it from a girl who has earned her name as The Girl Who Ate Everything, this cookbook is
filled with family friendly recipes that were taste tested and approved by her own 5 kids. There are over 90 new, drool worthy recipes along
with 10 popular favorites from the blog. From appetizer to dessert, you'll find a wide variety of recipes for every palate. Every recipe has a
photo taken by Christy herself and personalized tips to help you along the way. You'll love her S'mores Cookie Cups, Cheeseburger Pizza
Balls, Juicy Beef Tenderloin, and Cinnamon Roll Sheet Cake.
Martin the Warrior May 29 2020 The sixth book in the beloved, bestselling Redwall saga - soon to be a major Netflix movie! Badrang the
Tyrant stoat, evil Lord of the Eastern Coast, has forced captive slaves to build his fortress, Marshank. Among these slaves is an indomitable
young mouse called Martin who, together with his friends Felldoh and Brome, escapes from the fortress and sets off on a path to his heroic
destiny as the founder of Redwall Abbey.
A Literary Holiday Cookbook Mar 07 2021 A collection of seasonal recipes for fans of Little Women, The Chronicles of Narnia, A Christmas

Carol, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, and more. Some of the most famous instances of fictional fare have become synonymous with the
holidays. Who can forget the plentiful food surrounding the Ghost of Christmas Present in A Christmas Carol? The simple but generous and
joy-filled Christmas gatherings at the Marchs’ in Little Women? Or the Van Tassel’s autumnal feast in The Legend of Sleepy Hollow? Finally,
these literary meals can become a reality on your table with A Literary Holiday Feast. From Christmas and Thanksgiving to Halloween and
New Year’s, this seasonal cookbook offers seventeen full four-course holiday meals from twenty-five classic books—each including an
appetizer, entrée, side dish, and dessert. Additionally, whip up festive sips and delectable edible gifts to share with loved ones. As you curl up
by the fireplace to reread one of your favorite literary classics, learn to make: Mouse King Cheese Bites and Sugar Plums from The Nutcracker
for Christmas Turkey Roulade and Jo’s Gingerbread from Little Women for Christmas Skillet Cornbread with Homemade Butter and Venison
Pot Roast from The Little House on the Prairie for Thanksgiving Deviled Raven Eggs and Coffin Pizza Pockets from Edgar Allen Poe for
Halloween The Queen of Hearts Tomato Tart and Eat Me Cakes from Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland for the New Year and many more!
Finally—whether you love Dracula, Phantom of the Opera, Redwall, or The Wonderful Wizard of Oz—book lovers can enjoy full menus of
literary delicacies from their favorite books for all of their favorite holidays!
Salamandastron Dec 16 2021 Urthstripe the Strong, a wise old badger, leads the animals of the great fortress ofSalamandastron and Redwall
Abbey against the weasel Ferahgo the Assassin and his corps ofvermin.
The Family Guy Cookbook Feb 24 2020 The iconic show about the American family, 'Family Guy, ' attracts a lot of attention from the time
it first aired in 1999. Following the lives of the Griffin family, it is set in a fictional city and features a lot of dark humor based on the regular
life of the average American. The series has often been subject to a lot of criticism because of its offensive content but is also highly acclaimed
and has been nominated for several awards. Something about watching the lives of the average American family allows the viewers to relate to
the series, its jokes, activities and situations. The main character, Peter, who is also the head of the family, is an obese man whose mind
revolves around food a lot of the time. That makes food a very important part of the show. There are many dishes featured throughout the
series, and this cookbook will help you prepare most of them.
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